
E1     Perform all work safely using the five core functions of the 
Integrated Safety Management System; and 
- Watch out for each other; intervene if you see unsafe conditions or    
behaviors 

- Apply ALARA principles to any potential hazardous task
- If you aren’t sure, pause and get the right answer
- Issue a Stop Work for imminent safety hazards
- Learn from both your successes and mistakes
- Report to work fit for duty; go home as healthy and safe as you 
were when you came to work

E2     Earn each other’s trust by treating each other with dignity and 
respect; be open and honest
- View participation in event critiques as an opportunity to truthfully 
and openly discuss the event and capture Lessons Learned

- Be open to giving and receiving feedback; engage in active listening to   
understand concerns expressed by others

E3     Comply with our procedures and any written instructions that define 
how to do a task
- If a procedure or written instructions can’t be followed, pause 
and get clarification or correction before proceeding on that 
specific activity

- If you think it can be done safer or more efficiently, provide that
recommendation to the procedure owner

E4     Demonstrate a questioning attitude
- If something doesn’t seem right, it probably isn’t. Bring it to the 
attention of supervision (or the appropriate person)

- If appropriate, write a Problem Evaluation Request to document 
the problem 

E5     Participate and complete required training; only perform tasks that 
you are qualified and authorized to do

E6     Maintain a safe and well kept work environment

E7     Comply with the requirements of the Labor Contract agreements

E8     Exempt and Non-exempt personnel fully participate in employee 
performance review and improvement processes 
(supervisors and direct reports)

E9     Support Voluntary Protection Program approaches to safety

E10   Never engage in or tolerate harassment, intimidation, retaliation,     
discrimination

E11    Adhere to Conduct of Operations requirements

E12   Work with your customer to set expectations, then meet or exceed 
those expectations

E13   Be a good steward of employee/owner assets

E14   Professional staff members develop well thought-out, technically 
defensible, high-quality products

E15   Give your best effort every day; take pride in your work; help us find 
better, more efficient ways to do our work; challenge the status quo

M1     Set, demonstrate and enforce high standards of Integrated Safety 
Management System performance with emphasis on safety, quality, 
mission progress, procedure compliance, and personal conduct 

M2     Maintain a safe work environment where employees feel free to
raise issues without fear of reprisal

M3     Be present in the field/work place with your employees. 
Earn the trust of your employees. (senior management refer to SM5)

M4     Own the plan; join the team; seek out win-win solutions

M5     Challenge the status quo
- Resolve issues or escalate quickly to the next level of 
management

M6     Recognize and reward individual and team performance for safe
and productive work

M7     Treat your employees as your most important resource
- Actively listen
- Ensure that employees are actively engaged in work planning
- Support their needs and keep them informed; treat them as if
they were your customer

- Recognize the benefits of diversity; seek out differing perspectives
- Help them develop to the best of their abilities

M8     Treat employees fairly, consistently, and with respect

M9     Take immediate action to stop inappropriate behaviors 
(e.g. harassment, intimidation, retaliation, discrimination) and
address any potential chilling effect impact on your employees

M10   Learn from both mistakes and successes; use them as teaching
opportunities
- Demonstrate that we are a learning organization

M11   Honor the Labor Contract including support of its safety agreements
and HAMTC Safety Representatives

M12   Manage and supervise contractors and contract personnel in
accordance with WRPS safety and performance standards

M13   Demonstrate your commitment to a free flow of information, 
including signing up to the “Commitment to Free Flow of Information”

M14   Integrate sustainable practices into planning, procurement and execution 
of work

SM1     Use the Guiding Principles of the Integrated Safety Management
System and Voluntary Protection Program to lead your team

SM2      Establish and communicate an achievable vision for the future

SM3      “Set the example” every day by your words and actions

SM4      Foster an environment where people can get work done safely
and productively

SM5      Be visible in the field/work place with your employees
- Dedicate your time to face-to-face contact with your people
- Schedule time on your calendar to “walk the farms,” meet 
directly with employees in their work area, or attend “all 
employees” type informational update sessions

- Be open with the work force; no hidden agendas; people must
know what you are thinking

SM6      Challenge the status quo; actively seek ways to remove barriers
and question “why”

SM7      Set and hold your employees and yourself accountable to 
expectations, achievable but challenging goals and our
corporate values

SM8      Establish reward and recognition systems

SM9      Develop your  managers and employees

SM10    Demonstrate a positive attitude, support your peers, as well as 
your employees

SM11    Support the right of any member of the workforce to raise any
concern and to have that concern addressed in a timely, effective
and respectful manner without fear of retaliation. Be available
to resolve any issue or concern

SM12     Contribute to the well being of our communities

SM13     Demonstrate good stewardship of client’s (government’s) money;
assure only appropriate expenditures of authorized funding

SM14     Protect workers, the public, and the environment

Expectations for Implementation of the Integrated Safety Management System 

Demonstrating ISMS accountability by our behavior in the workplace

Expectations for all employees
Additional expectations for
managers and supervisors

Additional expectations for
senior management

Note: Use of the terms “ISMS” and “safety”  in this document include environmental protection, safety and health management, industrial hygiene, radiation protection, ALARA, quality assurance, pollution prevention, waste minimization, and security and emergency services. WRPS Rev 5- September, 2016


